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Executive Dashboards - WealthTransfer 
Provides key measures to evaluate inheritance potential and the transfer of wealth for households’ within a specified Trade Area.  

The Trade Area for this report is Richmond Hill, ON.  The total Households within the Trade Area.   

 

Additional Demographic and Social Characteristics 

are provided.  

 

Households’ in the Trade Area (Richmond Hill) tend 

to be middle-aged (54) and earn incomes of 

$128,918 (per household), which is 15% above the 

Ontario average (Index of 115).   

 

Here, the rate of home ownership in the Trade Area 

(Richmond Hill) is 81.7%, which is 18% above the 

Ontario average (Index of 118). Comparatively, 

rates of renting tend to be lower than the Ontario 

average (Index of 60). 

 

Households’ in the Trade Area (Richmond Hill) tend 

to have an estimated net worth of $1,294,905, 

which is 88% above the Ontario average (Index of 

188). 

 

The following three ‘Social Values’ are provided to 

further analyze behaviours towards inheritance and 

the transfer of wealth. Households’ in the Trade 

Area (Richmond Hill) tend to hold a Financial 

concern regarding the future at rates on par to the 

Ontario average (Index of 92). These households’ 

also tend to perceive the ‘Primacy of the Family’ 

value at average rates (Index of 85).  

 

The ‘Legacy’ Social Value tends to resonate well 

with households ‘in the Trade Area (Richmond Hill), 

as they are 25% more likely to view the importance 

of leaving behind a legacy for their families, when 

compared with Ontario average (Index of 125).  

 

For the Trade Area (Richmond Hill), the three WealthTransfer Inheritance Potential variables help to assess the 

likelihood of receiving an inheritance within a given year and is considered another source of wealth that 

contributes to a households’ financial position. The three variables are defined bellow: 

Inheriting Households: The estimate of ‘high potential’ households’ to receive an inheritance, within a given year. 

An Index value of 97 indicates that these households are estimated to receive inheritances on par to those 

within the benchmark of Ontario.   

Total Inheritance Value: The estimated total inheritance dollar value for all households’ in the Trade Area 

(Richmond Hill), within a given year. 

Average Inheritance Value*: The estimated average inheritance dollar value for households’ within the Trade Area 

(Richmond Hill), within a given year. An Index value of 105 indicates that these households’ estimated 

inheritance dollar values are on par to the benchmark of Ontario.  
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